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instable ^-Théories of the Algebraic Closure of a Finite Field

Eric M. Friedlander1)

We show that the Brauer lifting of the standard modular représentation of GLn (Fq)
on F^" to a virtual complex représentation has a curious non-stable version (where

F^ is a finite field of characteristic p>0 with algebraic closure F). Namely, the map
BGL,,(F€)->BGL£P(C) associated to this Brauer lifting factors through a map
BGLn(F^)-^BGL^op(C). This unstable lifting is also achieved for BSOn(F^) and

BSp2fc (F,). Using the induced maps BGLn (F)+ -> BGCP (C), BSOn (F)+ -> BSO^op (C),
BSP2fc(F)+ -> BSp2°fcp (C)we détermine the unstable algebraic /^-groups ^(BGL^F)*),
7ii(BSOn(F)+), and nt (BSp2Jt(F)+) explicitly in terms of the homotopy groups of the

corresponding classical groups.
In section 1, we exhibit natural map from BGn(F) to the prime-to-/? pro-finite

completion of BGi°p(C), where Gn dénotes either GLB, SLW, On9 SOW or SpM (where

/? char(F) is odd for On and n — 2k for Spw). This map induces isomorphisms in
Z//Z cohomology for / prime to p. Because BGn (F) is Z//?Z-acyclic, this map détermines

a map ^n:BGn(F)->BGi°p(C). We verify that the composition BGM(F9)->
-»BGrt(F)^BGr(C)->BG£p(C) corresponds to Brauer lifting.

In section 2, we show that 7rJ(BG(F)+) is directly computable from 7r,(BG?p(C))
and 7if+1(BGj,op(C)). More precisely, iyn+:BGB(F)+ ->BGi°p(C) is shown to be the

fibre of localization at /? char(F), BG^op(C)->BG^op(C)(p). As a conséquence, the

séquences

are seen to be "intrinsic spherical fibrations" with fibres prime-to-/? torsion sphères.

We gratefully acknowledge several valuable conversations with G. Lusztig.

1. Unstable Brauer Lifting

We let Gn dénote either GLn, SLn, On, SOn, or Spn (with n 2k for Spw), so that
GHfR is the corresponding group scheme defined over Speci* for any (commutative
with identity) ring R. We dénote by G^op(C) the corresponding classical topological

x) Partially supportée by the N.S.F., by the U.S.-France Exchange of Scientists Program, and
by I.H.E.S.
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group. In the orthogonal case, we recall that OnR is the algebraic sub-group scheme

preserving the quadratic form X1Xk+l-\ \-XkX2k ifn 2k and XlXk+1 +
2k+X%k+l if n 2k + l; SOn>K is the sub-group scheme of GLn>ll defined

over SpecZ as the réduction of the connected component of the identity of Ow> R.

We fix a prime p and let F dénote the algebraic closure of the finite field Fp. For
any power ofp9 q=pd, we let ¥q dénote the subfield of F with q éléments. Ifp—2, we
exclude the case Gn On so that GnF is an algebraic group. We dénote by W{Gn>F}
the simplicial algebraic variety with (W{Gn>F})k (GW)F)X k and with face and degen-

eracy maps obtained by deleting and inserting a factor; we let W{GntF) dénote

In [1], the rigid étale homotopy type of a noetherian scheme or noetherian simplicial

scheme was introduced (denoted by )ret), and the following was proved:
a) If HcGnF is a finite algebraic subgroup, then (W{GntF}/H)ret is naturally

homotopy équivalent to BH, the classifying space of H viewed as a discrète group.
b) If )A dénotes pro-finite completion prime-to-char (F) and if GnF is connected,

then (^{Gnif}Tet)A is weakly homotopy équivalent to (BG^op(C))^ via maps dépendent

only on a choice of embedding of the Witt vectors of F into C.

We can actually verify that the maps determining the weak équivalence of b)
dépend only on a choice of embedding of F* into C* (using the fact that thèse maps
are determined by their effect on cohomology and reducing to the case n= 1).

In the case of OnF and char (F) odd, property b) above remains valid: the

natural maps relating JP{GWjF}ret and BGtnop(C) exist even if Gn is not connected;

moreover, W{OnF}l§OniF^W{OntF}IOn>F^ffî{OnF} is a double covering and

(W{SOntF}lxISOn>F)ret^(W{OnfF}ISOntF)Tet is a weak équivalence.

Properties a) and b) enable us to define

z.if:BG.(F,)->lim(BGÏ>p(C)yl (1.1)

where Gn (¥q) is the discrète group of points of Gn> F rational over ¥q and where lim

is the inverse limit of an inverse System in the homotopy category of spaces with finite
homotopy groups as in [4]. Namely, to obtain xn,q> compose the maps

and the homotopy équivalence

lim (W {GB> rU)A - ljm (BGS»

induced by the weak homotopy équivalence of b).
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The following proposition will enable us to compute the ZjlZ cohomology of the
discrète group Gn(F) limGn(Fq).

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let GnV dénote one of the following connected algebraic

groups: GLrt F, SLnF, SOnF, or Spn>F (with n 2kfor SpJ.Let 0*:GrtjF-> Gn>F dénote
the géométrie frobenius defined over ¥qt with q a power ofp char (F). Let l be an

integer not divisible by p. There exists an integer d> 1 such that the map

defined as /io(lx^x-"X^d"1):Gn}F-^(Gn>F)xd-^GniF induces the zéro map in

ZjlZ cohomology.

Proof. We first assume that GnF GLnF. Recall that

(1 + Wq + • • • + ¥qd~')*: H2k (BGL£P (C), ZjlZ) -> H2k (BGLl°p (C), ZjlZ)

where + : BGLl°p(C) x BGL£p(C)-+BGLf°p(C) is induced by tensor product of
line bundles, is multiplication by (l+q-{ \-qd~l)k- Let d be the order of q in
(Z//e+1Z)*, where e is the exponent of / in q-l. Then / divides 1+# + •••+#d~1
so that (1 + !?* + ••• H- W^'1)* is the zéro map. Since the generators of the exterior al-
gebra H*(GU°P(C), Z/IZ) totally transgress to the generators of the polynomial
algebra H* (BGL£P(C), ZjlZ), we conclude that

is the zéro map.
We claim that the following diagram détermines a commutative square in ZjlZ

cohomology:

(GLB>F)ret
* •*-*'-' (GLB,F)ret

"I \e (1-2.1)

where 9 is determined by maps (GLn>F)ret-v(GLBiWilt(l,))ret, (GLBiC)ret->x
(GLB>wiM(F))ret) GLr(C)->(GLB,c)ret) andGLr(C)-GL'<:p(C); and where )^is
pro-finite, prime-to-/7 completion. We verify that (1.2.1) induces a commutative

square in ZjlZ cohomology by observing that each of the maps above is induced by
a homomorphism of groups in an appropriate category so that 0A likewise commutes
with the group structures on ((GLrt>F)ret)yl and GL£p(C)yl; and by observing that

0)*, as can be seen by reducing to the case « 1 since

BGCP(C) induces an injection in cohomology. Therefore, the
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proposition follows for GM>F GLwF, by observing that 6 induces a surjection in

ZjlZ cohomology, since lim(GLBfF)£t^lim(GL*p(C))il is a homotopy équivalence.

We immediately conclude the proposition for Gn>F SLnF or SpnF (with n 2k
for Sp), or for GnF and / odd since SLM>F -? GLwF, Spn>F -> GLnF, and SOnF -> GLn F

are group homomorphisms commuting with frobenius and inducing surjections in
ZjlZ cohomology (with / odd for SOW>F).

For p odd and / a power of 2, we observe that (BO\op (C))x " ->BO£>P(C)
induces injections in ZjlZ cohomology and Wq acts trivially on BO^C). Since

H*(BO%nop(C), Z//Z)-* jff*(BSOiop(C), ZjlZ) is surjective, we conclude that </>q acts

n F,Z//Z).Hence,if /dividesrf,(l+^ + —+0fld""1)*isthezeromap.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let GnF dénote one of the following algebraic groups:
GLn>F, SLn>F, On>F(char(F) odd), SOWjF, or Spn,F (with n 2k for SpJ. Let Gn(k)
dénote the discrète group ofpoints o/GwF rational over kj¥¥, where p char (F). Then

the direct limit of the maps

induce isomorphisms in ZjlZ cohomology for ail l relatively prime to p, where )A

dénotes pro-finite, prime-to-p completion.

Proof Since O1(F) Ot1op(C) Z/2Z for/? odd, the proposition for Gn>F OIJ>F

easily follows from the theorem for GnF SOM>F. Hence, we may assume Gn>F to be

connected.
Consider the following commutative diagram

GntVjGn(Fq) - Gnt¥jGn(Fq,)

}(F,) - W{GntV}jGn(Fq,) (1.3.1)

i

where the top arrow fits in a commutative square

Gn,¥jGn(Fq) >

1/09'
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where q' is a power of q. By a basic resuit of [1] (Corollary 2.6), (1.3.1) détermines a

map of "Serre spectral séquences"

n,F}ret, H'((Gn>rIGn{Fq.))nt, Z/IZ))

^ Hs+'(BGn(F,,), Z//Z)
n,F}rel, i/'((Gn,F/Gn(F,))ret, Z/IZ))

(1.3.3)

where we hâve used the homotopy équivalence between BGn(F,) and

(fF{Gn>F}/Gn(Fg))ret. Because Esi' (F,) is finite for ail s, t and ail powers q of p,
(1.3.3) détermines an inverse limit spectral séquence

¥}ret, ^(Gn,F/Gn(F€), ZllZ))=>\haHs+t(BGn(*ql Z/IZ).

By Proposition 1.2 and the fact that the vertical arrows of (1.3.2) are isomorphisms
(the "Lang isomorphisms" of [1]), there exists d>\ such that E*i*(Fq>)->E*i'(Fq)
has image 0 for f>0, any s, and q' qd. Moreover,

Hs+t (BGn(F), ZjlZ) ^ limHs+t(BGM(F,), Z\IZ).

The proposition now follows from the degeneration of the spectral séquence Es' * and
the fact that ()^{Grt>F})ret-*lim(^{GnjF}ret) induces isomorphisms in Z/IZ coho-

mology (since

H * (lim (BGCP (C))A, Z/IZ) * H* (BGCP (C), Z/IZ) [4]).

We record for future use the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let Gn(F) dénote the discrète group of rational points of
GnF, where Gn F dénotes either GLn>F, SLM>F, On>F, SOnjF, or SpM>F (with char(F)=/7
oddfor On and n 2k for SpJ. Then,for every />0,

Proof For Q coefficients, the proposition is an easy conséquence of the fact that
BGn(F) is the direct limit of classifying spaces of finite groups. For ZjpZ coefficients,
the proposition is the stable version of the vanishing theorem given in [3] ; a more
elementary proof is carried out in détail in [1] for ail cases except SOn(F) with n odd

In the following theorem, we see that xn of Proposition 1.3 provides a sharper form
of Brauer lifting as generalized by Quillen to orthogonal and symplectic représentations

[2].
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THEOREM 1.5. Let Gn dénote either GLn, SLn, On, SOn, or Spn (wz7/*/> char (F)
oddfor On and n 2k for SpJ. The maps %n ofProposition 1.3 détermine maps (uni-
quely up to homotopy)

which induce isomorphisms in ZjlZ cohomologyfor (/,/?)= 1. Furthermore, the composition

ofrjn with the natural inclusions

BGn (F,) -> BGn (F) -> BG*P (C) -> BG£P (C)

corresponds to the virtual complex bundle on BGn (F€) obtained as the Brauer lifting of
the standard modular représentation of Gn(Fg) on F®n for the embedding F*->C*
chosen for %n.

Proof By Proposition 1.4, JftTi(BGn(F), Z) is a prime-to-p torsion abelian group
for />0. If H is such a prime-to-/? torsion abelian group and A is a finitely generated
abelian group, then

Hom (H, ,4) Hom (HiV__p(A) Hom (H, lim (A)A)

where V^P(A) is the prime-to-p torsion subgroup of A and lim^)^ is the discrète

group given as the inverse limit of the prime-to-/? completion of A. Moreover,

Extl (H, A) ^ Extl (H, lim (A)A)

since Ext^H, Z) Hom(#, Q/Z) Hom(//, eJ#p(Ql/Z,)) Ext|(fr, Km(ZA)).

Since

lim (n, (BGr (C))-1) r» Wf (lim (BOÎ* (C))")

we conclude that for ail i,j>0

Hf(BGw(F), îri(BG?p(C)))^ffl(BGJI(F), ^(lim(BGr (C))^)). (1.5.1)

The existence and uniqueness of rjn is then obtained by inductively working up the

Postnikov towers of BGÎ,op(C) and lim(BGi°p(C))^, since (1.5.1) implies that xn

détermines maps into the Postnikov truncations of BGj,op (C) which are homotopy
compatible via homotopy compatible homotopies. Since BG^op (C)-^lim(BGi°p(C))yl

induces isomorphisms in Z\IZ cohomology for (/, p) 1, so does r\n by Proposition 1.3.
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To prove the second assertion comparing rjn with Brauer lifting, it suffices to
consider Gn GLn, since Gn->GLn induces homotopy commutative squares

BG,(F) -^ BGr(C)
l 1

BGLn(F) -Su BGL'n0I>(C)

and since [BG.(F,), BG7(C)] - [BG.(F,), BGL'°P(C)] is injective ([2], 5.1.6). Let
ri'n dénote the composition BGLn(F)->BGLnop(C)->BGLl°p(C) and let /?„ dénote the

map BGLB(F)-+BGL£P(C) determined by Brauer lifting. One readily vérifies that
f/i and /?! are induced by the chosen embedding

F* GLj (F) - GL\op (C) C*.

Since 5(GL1(F)x")-+BGLn(F) induces an injection in Z//Z cohomology by Proposition

1.3 for (/,/>)= 1, we conclude

(!»;)• =tf : H* (BGL'°P (C), ZjlZ) -» H* (BGLn (F) ZjlZ).

Since i/*(BGLn(F), Z,) has no torsion for any prime /#p by Proposition 1.3, the
compositions

BGLB (F) ^ BGLT (C)- (lim (BCL^ (C))T)(1)

determined by r\'n and f$n are therefore homotopic for ail /, where dénotes pro-/
completion and )(t) dénotes the /-th Postnikov truncation. As argued above for the
existence and uniqueness of tjn, r\'n and pn thus détermine homotopic maps from
BGLn(F) to (BGL£p(C))(0 for ail i. This implies that the compositions

BGLn (F,) -> BGLn (FÎZtBGL^ (C)

determined by r\'n and Bn are homotopic as asserted, since the groups //f(BGLn(F€),
^(BGL^C)) are finite for ail i,j>0 so that maps from BGLw(F^) into BGL£p(C)
are determined by maps into the Postnikov tower of BGL£P(C).

2. P-/? Torsion Completion and Unstable ^-théories

As in section 1, we fix a prime/? and let F dénote the algebraic closure of Fp. We
let P—p dénote the set of ail primes except p.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a connected nilpotent space with nt(X) a P-p
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torsion abelian group. Then the P —p torsion completion of X,

is the homotopy fibre of localization aXp, X-+X(p).
Using obstruction theory, one can readily verify that any map from a CW com-

plex Z with P—p torsion homology groups to X factors uniquely (up to homotopy)
through t:TP_p(X)-*X (the obstruction to lifting a map "up along the Postnikov
tower", the obstruction to lifting a homotopy between two such liftings, and the
obstruction to lifting a homotopy between two homotopies ail vanish), if the torsion
subgroup P-p(ni(X)) is a direct summand of n^X) for ail />0.

Our principal resuit is the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.2. Let Gn dénote either GLn, SLn, On, SOn, or Spn (withp ch&r (F)
oddfor On and n 2k for SpJ. Let BGn(F)->BGn(F)+ dénote Quillen's plus construction

with respect to the commutator subgroup [Gn(F), Gn(F)] ofnx (BGn(F)) Gn(F).
Then the map

induced by rjn of Theorem 1.5 is the V—p torsion completion o/BGÎ,op(C).
Proof Since Ht (BGn (F)) ^ Ht (BGn (F)+) is P -p torsion for / > 0 by Proposition

1.4, t\* factors uniquely as rj* t°Q*, where t is P—p torsion completion and

By Theorem 1.5, rj* induces isomorphisms in ZjlZ cohomology for (/,/?)=l. More-
over, t induces isomorphisms in ZjlZ cohomology because the Serre spectral séquence
for the fibration

tp_p (Bor (c)) -> Bor (c) -, Bor (c\P) (2.2.1)

and ZjlZ coefficients dégénérâtes and 7i1(BGtnop(C)(p)) 0. Therefore q* induces

isomorphisms in ZjlZ cohomology so that

(Q:)m : H* (BGW (F)+) ^ Hm (tp_, (BGi°p (C))). (2.2.2)

(for ï > 0, Ht (tp _ p (BG^op (C))) is P-p torsion by the degeneration of the Serre spectral

séquence for (2.2.1) with ZjpZ and Q coefficients).
For Grt equal to SLn, SOn, or Spw, (2.2.2) plus the Whitehead theorem imply that

q* is a homotopy équivalence. Moreover, (2.2.2) implies that q* induces isomorphisms
of fundamental groups for Gn equal to GLn or On. Since the map on universal cover-
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ings induced by qÏ for Gn GLn (respectively, Gn On) îs qÏ for SLn (resp, SOn),
q* îs also a homotopy équivalence for Gn equal to GLn or On

The fact that localization of spaces locahzes homotopy groups enables us to
îmmediately dérive the followmg évaluation of unstable algebraic ^T-groups

COROLLARY 2 3 Let Gn be as in Theorem 2 2 Then

+ 0 (Qz/Z,))

We conclude with the followmg proposition asserting that the séquences

-BGB(F)+ ^BGn+1(F)+ ^BGn+2(F)+ -
détermine "intrinsic" P —p torsion sphencal fibrations in the sensé of Sullivan ([4]).
For notational simphcity, we state and prove the proposition for Gn GLM

PROPOSITION 2 4 The homotopy fibre of

is TP_p(*S2n+1) Moreover, the pullback of the xv_p(S2n+z)fibration in+i via the map

in+1°in is fibre homotopy équivalent to the fibre-wise join ofin-x and the trivial t?^p(S3)
fibratwn over BGLn(F)+

Proof Because localization is an exact functor on abelian groups, localization

préserves fibrations with simply connected base and total space Thus xP^p also

préserves such fibrations, implying that the fibre of /„ BGLM(F)+ ->BGLn+1(F)+ is

*p-p(S2"+1)
Let S\ SJ be sphères of dimension /, j> 1 Any représentatives of Y—p torsion

complétions

détermine a map of joins

Using the equahty of excisive pairs, (CSl, S1) x (CS\ SJ) (CSl x CS\ S1 * SJ% we
conclude that $ induces îsomorphisms in Z/IZ cohomology Thus, <f> is a homotopy
équivalence Consequently, rP-p( préserves the fibre-wise join of sphère fibrations

over a simply connected base Since tp_p( préserves fibrations and thus homotopy
theoretic fibre products, the second assertion now follows from the well known

corresponding "intnnsic" property of the sphère fibrations BGi,op(C)->BGiT1(C)
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